
 

Notorious, not famed, the idols of  my youth, seen from 

within a fragmented mind like glancing a face in a 

broken mirror.  I kind of  admire a friend of  mine, who can 

remember the names of  grade school teachers and schoolyard 

chums, while I can barely remember the names I learned 

last year. I had the prescience to catalog my memories (in an 

archive) from some earlier times before, and now after, my 

first and last breakdowns. I have the urge to write a novel but 

can’t fictionalize, make a film while I can’t write dialogue. I see 

ideas as flashes of  montage/ saturated color dreams/ stirring 

memories.

A turning point, a loss of  innocence, a beginning of  bright new 

nightscapes all began in a little boutique–thrift store on Troost 

Ave. I had ridden by the place while getting a ride home from 

my socially challenged aunt. When I saw the shop I got excited, 

maybe like the drunks who first heard ‘Howl’, a realization 

that I had glimpsed something strange and new— presaging 

stirrings of  a movement.  I said, “What is that place?“ My aunt 

said, “Don’t go there, it’s a front for stolen goods.” When she 

dropped me off, I feigned going in, as she drove off, I jumped 

around towards Troost on foot and nearly ran to Punk Funk. 

The place was painted red on the inside and had old vintage 

lamps and radios in the storefront window. Clothing of  eclectic 

styles hung lazily on makeshifts racks and low but urgent music 

filled the air. A young man, probably four or five years older 

than me, greeted me with a smile. He had spiky yellow hair, 

multiple piercings in his ears and wore a bad boy leather jacket 

that serenely evoked cool. 

 

I was a fresh-faced youth, still with long hair, left over from 

admiring older kids in the seventies with their skateboards and 

banana bikes. It was 1982, and the place may not have raised 

eyebrows in L.A. or N.Y C., but this was Kansas City, only then 

emerging from the slumber of  the 1960s, influenced 70s. The 

guy’s name was Johnny Sic; and, despite the scary name and 

rough exterior, Johnny was so nice to me it 

was infectious. Already I yearned for new 

experiences, having previously read widely 

about fabled bohemian scenes of  the past. 

I ask Johnny if  he liked the Beatles, this 

was after Lennon had been shot, and he 

said point blank, “I hate the Beatles.” I 

had never heard such blasphemy, and I was 

soon to hear Johnny sing his song “One down, three to go.” 

I asked him what bands he liked; he said he liked the Germs. 

(Who were the germs???) Johnny had come to town from L.A. 

and had imported the punk ethos with him. He said he lived on 

a cot in the back and changed his clothes off  the rack. Later, I 

wrote a poem about him called “hey, smelly shirt boy.” Johnny 

invited me back on Friday night and offered to help cut my 

hair; my schedule and destiny were set.
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I went down to 47th and Troost on Friday night and saw 

the lights on, but the door locked. I sort of  timidly 

knocked; Johnny stuck his head out and invited me in.  

All the vintage lamps were on and there was a gorgeous 

blonde girl with her hair up, torn hose and a mini skirt skating 

around on roller skates between the racks. It was an exclusive 

scene, but not elitist, a few other glamorous people (all older 

than I was) flitted around dancing to the permeable beat. Soon 

after–  I had my hair cut off, save for some spikes, bought 

a black leather dog collar for a necklace, wore eyeliner and 

lipstick.  I was in heaven.  Johnny my original punk mentor.

A whole new world was opening up, and I saw a burgeoning 

underground swelling up as if  from the cracks in the sidewalk. 

The Music Box was on the corner; I was led to believe it served 

the older crowd. The Downliner was mid-block and was as 

wild and rowdy of  a bar as I have ever seen since. Me and 

my boy crushes looked liked babes, like hobbits in Gondor, 

but nobody cared; we drank in the below stairs bar, played 

the juke box and danced. Mostly though we hung out in a 

vacant building down the block, like a setting for an inner-city 

storefront church, sitting between Punk Funk and the Planet, 

another vintage thrift store that seldom seemed open.  This big 

empty room, save for a couple of  couches and chairs near the 

front door, was an all-ages venue, as if  it mattered. For some 

reason it was like the cops hadn’t clued in yet, though that all 

changed by ‘84, when I witnessed those bullyboys break up 

giant roiling dance parties. 

Johnny had a band called Choke, my first exposure to a hardcore 

garage band. One night with my older friend, Doug McCrary, 

who had paid a donation to the somewhat brusque owner of  

the venue on my behalf, we saw one of  the most electric punk 

rock shows I ever witnessed. People were drinking cheap beer, 

probably Wiedermans, and someone threw an empty at Johnny 

during a set. Johnny took the can and violently bent it back and 

forth until it came apart. He and the guitarist, Kurt Witt, started 

rubbing their arms with the jagged aluminum until blood was 

all over them. It was fascinating in its intensity— the music 

played as fast as could play, the lyrics barked and shouted, but 

understandable in content. It was all teenage angst and rage 

against the pervasive conformity of  the times. A time when 

Reagan had been elected a few short years after Watergate. 

The block also had an art house cinema called the City 

Movie Center and mid-block was a Troskyist bookstore and 

home of  the K.C. chapter of  the Socialist Worker’s Party. 

Across the street and down the block was Kay’s Rockhill 

Bar, a comfortable place that catered to older locals and the 

Art Institute crowd. It was the swingingest scene breakout 

the town had known since the student movement venues 

of  the late 60s and the folkies at the Foolkiller Theater. The 

street was electric; you could almost feel the static in the 

atmosphere. Further down Troost was a bar called Adrian’s, 

one night I saw the art punk band Du Champ there. I 

went with some kids from the suburbs I knew from the 

New School (a high school for delinquents). We went, and 

Du Champ raucously played catchy punk all the while in 

industrial uniforms and all of  them laughing and having fun, 

as was common with upstart bands of  those times whose 

players didn’t really know their instruments but still made 

it work. My friends hated it but I thought Du Champ were 

great. I realized I too was a sort of  art punk, dressed and 

decorated for maximum impact. At this and later venues 

enthusiastic crowds pogoed and twisted in thrilling displays 

of  self-exposure. It was later at the V.F.W. Hall at 31st and 

Walnut that I first saw moshing. Hardcore, as a style, had 

come a little bit later to the scene. When I saw the masculine 

and faux violent swirling of  the early mosh pits I strayed 

back to the fringes of  the crowd, dancing with girls and also 

a woman twice my age, a regular who wore vintage miniskirts 

and had a bouffant hairdo. She was really sweet and we 
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danced a lot, she obviously enjoyed flirting with younger boys.  

Her husband was a leather-clad hipster who I had once heard 

do riveting spoken word stream of  consciousness poetry back 

over in that storefront on Troost.

It was on Troost that I started volunteering to work in the 

Socialist Worker’s Forum bookshop on Saturdays. That 

was my first exposure to radical left-wing politics. Later, I 

helped found a radical youth group called the Kansas City 

Youth Political Collective, a loose 

but well organized ragtag association 

of  anarchist punks, socialists and 

egalitarians. In some ways that was a 

natural extension of  punk when the 

rock scene had dwindled and was 

made up of  new faces of  latter-day 

punks whose main venue centered 

on the Foolkiller Theater on 39th and 

Main. That must have been 1986, it 

had all happened so fast, a vital flame 

in some ways extinguished and flown 

apart. Old scenesters started to move 

to New York, Chicago, New Orleans, 

San Francisco and Portland. Many big acts had played at the 

V.F.W. Hall such as X, Black Flag, The Dead Kennedys, and 

the Circle Jerks, not to mention Lawrence’s Mortal Micronotz 

and other locals such as the Tunnel Dogs and the Orange 

Donuts. In the mid-’80s Mott-Ly and Archer Prewitt gigged 

in Mudhead (Mott became a dear friend of  mine mostly after 

the punk scene was history— Archer and I became close at 

the end of  the decade, he used to cut my hair and even gave 

me my first mohawk. Those were the two most renowned 

artists of  their period at the Art Institute. Both were great 

artists in their own right.) The Sin City Disciples started 

playing great rock and roll at Davie’s Uptown Ramblers Club 

at 34th and Main, in what used to be Kansas City’s porno 

district. By this time, the old venues on Troost were being 

torn down; the old timers at the V.F.W. had gotten tired of  

the hassle.

The Kansas City punk scene had had a mighty roar, a blast of  

fresh air in a staid decade. Yes, Kansas City was different back 

then with a meat market downtown, transvestites at Planet 

Safeway on Broadway, and junkies and prostitutes on Main, 

openly selling their wares. The powers in the city seemed 

to conspire against it all with Councilman (and later Mayor) 

Emmanuel Cleaver just tearing the heart out of  31st and 

Troost, 31st and Main, Linwood and Main, and decimating the 

47th and Troost district to the point of  razing it. Cleaver and 

allied forces should never be forgiven for tearing the heart out 

of  mid-town. Thankfully the Art Institute crowd had moved 

downtown to lofts and funky old houses on the Westside.  

Thanks to art professor Jim Leedy and those of  his ilk who 

pioneered what had been a commercial 

void between mid-town and downtown 

in the late ‘80s, today Kansas City has 

a vital arts scene and district. What had 

been known as Leedytown, now the 

Crossroads, despite being threatened 

by gentrification and higher property 

taxes, has been more gingerly treated 

by City Hall, the Chamber and Kansas 

City’s finest. It was there that old 

punks like Mott-Ly have been able to 

establish homes and venues for the next 

generation (Mott tragically passed away 

before his time in 2007). 

So, now I cook my kid’s dinner and read my little one bedtime 

stories, having raised my own kids in a still vital mid-town 

neighborhood, with other kids whose parents are artists 

and old punks, trying to expose them to what is groovy in 

this time. Wondering all along what the future of  youth 

movements and Kansas City’s simmering new scenes will 

hold for them. Hoping and dreaming all along that they, as 

I did, will get to experience life to its fullest, and, somehow, 

themselves be able to experience the essence of  punk, which 

distilled down is simply the spirit for having… fun.

If  you like this, please contact   sumnerve@sbcglobal.net   
I am interested in collaborating with others who have or can write 

memoirs of  the old punk scene in K.C.  Also, if  you 

have photos, I have access to old zines and art.  

Everyone will be duly acknowledged.

Thanks,  

Mott-Ly, left,  with unidentified punk.  Mott, here  
in 1983, with a London look.  
Gizmosis
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